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Client Profile
The story of Paradieschen and Bringmirbio is a story of how an unusual client with an unusual 
business turned out to be one of the longest and most successful collaborations in the 
PGS Software’s history. Paradieschen and Bringmirbio are two different brands, owned by 
two brothers sharing one breakthrough idea: to sell healthy, high-quality green food not as             
a product, but as a regularly delivered service. Almost two decades ago, when they have 
started, this concept was incredibly fresh - just like the local produce both companies have 
been delivering ever since.

Paradieschen & Bringmirbio 
www.pgs-soft.com

Case Study

“Thanks to our software, two different brands with two
different sales channels and processes started working as 
one, sharing an IT infrastructure. This led to considerable 
savings for both of them.”

Waldemar Mękal, Team Leader 

1. CHALLENGE 

 C The company owned two brands: a regional one and a countrywide one that has been 
added later. It wanted to have a single e-commerce solution to sustain both of them, while 
maintaining different branding, business processes and sales channels. 

 C The scope was unusual. The flexible system had to consist of a custom Enterprise Resource 
Planning  application (including a Windows client app), two large e-commerce sites, 
mobile applications and more.

 C The ERP system had to support the entire chain of service, from check-out, package 
assembly, product selection, scanning, portioning, weighing and invoicing to payments – 
for at least two thousand orders each day.

 C To fulfill this goal, it had to work with proprietary physical hardware. This included food 
scanners, scales and other physical devices.

 C The rebate system was also very innovative. It took into account a preference map of the 
customer, his previous transactions and other data. 
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2. PROCESS  

Technologies .NET with DevExpress, MS SQL, MS MVC Framework, N2 CMS

Resources 3 developers, 1 tester, 1 project manager

Duration 5 years, project still active

Extra details Custom Flexible ERP, Merge Replication, Dependency Injection 

Users 20 000 across both platforms

 C Planning: In the early days, Paradieschen used a popular boxed solution called LIESE, but 
they have decided to replace it with a custom piece of software, as it simply couldn’t adapt 
enough to fit the very specific business model two brothers were employing. 

After scanning the nearshore Polish market for IT Outsourcing prospects, they have 
contacted a company they believed could deliver a system of a required scale within         
a reasonable amount of time.

The company was called PGS Software. 

 C Development: We have agreed that most of the work would be done by our experienced 
.NET developers using DevExpress tools. The database employed MS SQL. Later on,          
the Microsoft MVC framework was added.

The first working prototype appeared quickly, ensuring our German partner that PGS Software 
was indeed capable of creating a solution they had in mind. The productive cooperation 
lasted for many years, while software improved and gained multiple additional features. 

On several occasions PGS Software’s team offered ideas on how to improve past client’s 
specification. They have proposed a new CMS system and a state-of-the-art Merge 
Replication technology that helped to connect ERP database across multiple locations.

 C Quality Assurance: Of course, as the system was already live, with thousands of users, 
the quality of updates was of paramount importance. One tester was constantly present 
in the project, performing automated tests, 
unit tests, integration tests and regression 
tests. 

The team also created their own internal 
quality benchmarking system, rating new 
updates and features on a special scale, 
and then comparing them 
with the previous results.  
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Memorable moment:
When we had shown one of test builds 
to our client, we were surprised to 
learn that “gift” – an English label that 
appeared in multiple places throughout 
the store – in German meant… “poison”.

About the product:
A custom flexible ERP system that serves 
two different companies with two different 
business processes at the same time.

User benefits:

Spotless uptime and accessibility

Custom rebate systems

Improved security

Mobile device support

Quick support and bug fixing

3. RESULT  

Business and functional benefits:     

A single system for two companies

Significant IT budget optimization 

Instant data replication throughout offices

Support for non-standard devices

Improved uptime and data loss 
prevention

Simplified and clearer data structure

Adoption of new mobile technologies

Summary 
Today, the project is still alive and well. Five PGS Software employees are in close contact with the 
ground level staff in both German offices, improving the system, offering support, building additional 
apps and implementing new features. Our employees and client’s employees work effectively as         
a single team. 

The cooperation, already extraordinarily long one by the IT outsourcing standards, is set to last many 
more years. 

 C About PGS Software: We are a 200-people public Polish IT outsourcing company specialized in software 
development. Our job is to convert your ideas into real-life custom business solutions unavailable with the off-
the-shelf boxed products.
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